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1. INTRODUCTION 
Progressing wave expansions give detailed features of solutions of problems 
involving the propagation of discontinuities and other singularities for hyper- 
bolic partial differential equations [3]. The standard forms of these expansions 
break down in a number of cases, such as near cusps of characteristics, and 
modifications are required there. Such cases are discussed by Ludwig [1 l-131, 
Leray [9], and others. In particular, Ludwig 1131 obtained uniformly valid 
expansions for certain types of cusped characteristics in terms of solutions of 
Tricomi’s equation. The real characteristics of this equation exhibit features 
similar to those of cusped characteristics of the hyperbolic equations con- 
sidered by Ludwig. This analogy between equations of a “simple” type and 
more general equations, has been used in the study of a number of wave 
propagation problems and in other areas of asymptotic analysis of differential 
equations. For a class of problems involving the confluence of two charac- 
teristics along a curve or surface, the “simple” equations are equations of 
mixed type. 
We shall develop a formal uniform progressing wave expansion theory for 
certain second-order equations of mixed type as well as for the closely 
related problem of a second-order hyperbolic equation with a singular 
coefficient. Our study was motivated by a desire to extend certain results 
obtained for the reduced wave equation [17], based on an analogy with 
turning point problems for ordinary differential equations, to time-dependent 
wave propagation problems. The mixed type equations we shall consider 
play the role of the turning point equations in our previous study. Our results, 
however, appear to be of intrinsic interest apart from these applications. 
Therefore, we present our study of mixed type equations separately in this 
work. Applications of our results to wave propagation problems will be given 
elsewhere. 




Our method is based on the comparison or related equation technique 
developed by Langer [6] and others in the uniform asymptotic theory of 
turning point problems for ordinary differential equations with a large 
parameter. We shall also apply our comparison equation method to a first- 
order system of mixed type in two variables and will briefly consider higher- 
order hyperbolic equations with multiple characteristics by this method. 
2. EQUATIONS OF MIXED TYPE 
Consider a second-order linear equation of mixed type, 
Au,, + 2Bu,, + Cu,, + Du, + Eu, + Fu = 0, (1) 
with real analytic coefficients in the real variables x and y in some domain 
i.e., they have convergent power series expansions in x and y in that domain. 
This definition of analyticity is retained throughout this work. Assume the 
discriminant of the characteristic form of (l), 
d(x, y) = AC - B2, (2) 
can be written, in the neighborhood of a simple analytic curve u, in the form 
4, Y) = Vx, Y> G(x, rh (3) 
where u is given by the equation T(x, y) = 0, while G(x, y) # 0. Then, if 
12 is a nonnegative integer, Cinquini-Cibrario [2] has shown that (1) can be 
brought into the canonical form 
L[u] = y%,, - uyy + au, + bu, + cu = 0 (4) 
if the common direction of the real characteristics of (1) is not tangent to a 
at the point of contact and (1) is hyperbolic on at least one side of u. We use x 
and y as the new variables in (4). The characteristics of (4) are 
ql* (x, y) = x f (&) y(n+w = t, (5) 
where t is a constant. 
In addition to considering (4) where a, 6, and c are real analytic functions 
of x and y, we also consider the case where a and c are as before but b has 
the form 
b@, y) = y + b,(x, y), (6) 
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where b, and b, are analytic and we have n = 0 in (4). These cases, with 
n a nonnegative integer, are of greatest interest in applications and are those 
cases where complete uniform expansions with analytic coefficients can be 
obtained, A parallel situation exists for turning point problems. For turning 
points equivalent to the case n nonintegral in (4), Langer [7] has obtained 
expansions only for special types of equations and such that only the leading 
term is readily determined. While no theory is available to reduce (1) to the 
canonical form (4) if n is nonintegral in (3), results similar to Langer’s could 
no doubt be obtained for certain special cases. 
In turning point theory, the transformation of the given equation into 
“canonical” form is important in determining the appropriate related or 
comparison equation for the problem. Solutions of the related equation form 
a part of the uniform expansion and the related equation must be chosen 
such that the coefficients in the expansion can be made analytic; that is, if the 
given equation has analytic coefficients which may have a singularity of the 
form (6). Constructing the correct related equation and the uniform expansion 
represent the, by no means simple, formal aspect of the asymptotic solution 
of turning point problems [6]. 
In the domain of hyperbolicity of (4) standard progressing wave expansions 
can be constructed [3]. They break down near the parabolic line y = 0. 
Following Langer’s approach to turning point theory [6], we shall construct 
comparison equations for the class of equations (4) with integral n, which was 
described above. We obtain uniform progressing wave expansions which 
remain valid up to and beyond the parabolic line y = 0. This is accomplished 
by choosing the coefficients in the expansion to be analytic. 
Before commencing our study of progressing wave expansions we refer to 
the work of Protter [15] and Hellwig [5] on the Cauchy problem for mixed 
type equations in hyperbolic regions with data given on the parabolic line. 
Protter’s results applied to Eq. (4) show the Cauchy problem to be well posed 
if the coefficients are sufficiently smooth and a(x, y) satisfies 
yl--nhz(X, y) = O(y’) (7) 
asy-+OandE >O. 
For n = 2, Hellwig obtained a stronger result, with (7) replaced by the 
uniform bound ( a(x, O)( < 2. Various examples exist that show (7) not 
to be a necessary condition for all n. Hellwig also studied (4) with n = 0 
and b(x, y) singular like c/y with c < 1. Neither Protter nor Hellwig required 
analytic coefficients in their work. To obtain complete uniform progressing 
wave expansions from our method, however, we cannot dispense with 
the analyticity hypotheses on the coefficients in (4) that were stated 
above. 
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3. UNIFORM PROGRESSING WAVE EXPANSIONS 
We first present the comparison equation method for a domain where (4) 
is strictly hyperbolic with analytic coefficients. Then, for any n > 0, (4) can 
be transformed into a canonical form which is like (4) but with n = 0. 
Setting the principal part of the canonical form equal to zero gives the com- 
parison equation 
Its general solution is 
R[v] = vsz - v,, = 0. (8) 
V(% Y) = f(x + Y> + dx - Y) =fb+> + gw>, (9) 
where f and g are arbitrary function or distributions. It is then readily seen 
that a formal solution of (4) is given by an expansion of the form 
where 
4%Y) = f zk(TJ+) Wk(X,Yh 
k=O 
(10) 
and the wk(x, y) are analytic functions satisfying ordinary differential equations 
along the characteristics p+(+(x, y) = t. For hyperbolic equations in more than 
two variables or of higher order, if one of the characteristics, say p = constant 
is introduced as a new variable and the resulting principal part is equated to 
zero, we again find that v = l&q), with arbitrary I, , is a solution of the com- 
parison equation. That is, we may conceive of the equation obtained on 
setting the principal part equal to zero, as a comparison equation in that a 
progressing wave expansion of the type (10) can be obtained from it, in terms 
of lo, and its indefinite integrals. While progressing wave expansions for 
hyperbolic equations in the form (10) are well known [3], they have not 
previously been obtained via a comparison equation approach. Of course, 
once of the form of the expansion is given as in (lo), it can be introduced 
directly into the given equation without the need to transform it into canonical 
form (see Ref. [3]). W e o b serve, however, that the form of the expansion 
involves solutions of an appropriate comparison equation, as seen in Eqs. (8)- 
(10) above. 
Now when n > 0, the hyperbolic canonical form for (4) with principal part 
identical to that of (8) has singular coefficients in the first derivative terms. 
For these cases and for 12 = 0 and b(x, y) as in (6), the equations for the w,(x,y) 
have regular singular points at y = 0 and their solutions are not, in general, 
analytic at y = 0 as is required. This problem may be dealt with using an 
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idea essentially due to Hadamard [4] in his study of fundamental solutions for 
second-order hyperbolic equations. We replace the comparison equation (8) 
by one which has the same principal part but also contains first derivative 
terms in et as well as other terms involving integrals of ZI as they may be needed. 
The additional terms in the comparison equation are chosen so that the 
singular terms in the resulting equations for wlc(x, y) are cancelled. Then the 
z+(x,y) are regular at y = 0. Of course, since the comparison equation 
differs from (8) the appropriate progressing wave expansion has a form 
different from (10). This approach is related to that of Hadamard in that he 
uniquely specified the most singular part of the series expansion of his 
fundamental solution by requiring the coefficients in the expansion to be 
analytic. 
Rather than proceed in the above fashion, we introduce a comparison 
equation based on the canonical form (4). It will be seen that, generally, 
when n 2 2 or n = 0 and b is singular, the comparison equation will not 
have a simple form. However, the complexity of the comparison equation 
increases with the number of terms sought in the uniform progressing wave 
expansion. Thus if only an approximate progressing wave expansion is 
considered consisting of only a finite number of terms, say just the two leading 
terms, the comparison equation remains fairly simple. We shall not consider 
how the comparison equations may be solved, a matter which was seen to be 
elementary for Eq. (8). Rather, we obtain formal solutions of (4) in terms of 
solutions of the appropriate comparison equations and note that they represent 
the appropriate extension of the simplest form of a progressing wave expansion 
given by (10) to the more complicated situation at hand. We add that for 
n = 1 [13] and, in special cases, where n = 2 or n = 0 and b(x, y) as in (6), 
general solutions of the comparison equations may be obtained. Generally 
speaking, in this work we proceed in the spirit of a paper by Langer on turning 
point problem [6]. We deal only with the problem of constructing comparison 
equations and uniform expansions. The general solution of the various 
comparison equations is, on the whole, a difficult problem. Each equation 
requires separate study. In turning point theory relatively few comparison 
equations have been studied in great detail [6]. 
We tentatively consider a comparison equation 
R[v] = y%,, - vgy + TV, + /3fJu = 0 (12) 
with 01 and /3 as yet unspecified and look for formal solutions of (4) in the form 
z&y) = vV+ wW+ R, (13) 
where ZI satisfies (12) and is assumed to vanish identically for all x < x,, for 
some x0 . The functions w, V, W, and R are not yet specified. If z1 is a distribu- 
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tion, so is z. As stated above, if further terms in an expansion of u are sought, 
additional terms may have to be added to the comparison equation (12). 
However, all the results obtained for the leading terms will be unaffected by 
the changes in R[v]. 
Insert (13) into (4), and use (12) to get 
L[u] = W[ynw,, - %?/I + %[2Y”V, + (a - 4v,1+ v,[--2V, + (b - B>Vl 
+ w,[2y”W, + aW] + w,[-2W, + bW-j -)- I-. = 0. (14) 
The dots stand for terms not involving derivatives of w or w. Had we sought a 
solution of (13) in a form equivalent to that used in the hyperbolic case 
above, i.e., with W = 0, a trivial solution for V would result from (14), in 
general. For if a = 0 and b = b(y) in (4) a regular solution V = V(y) 
results from the two equations for V obtained on setting the coefficients of V~ 
and w, equal to zero and taking a! = p = 0. In general, with a and b arbitrary, 
V = 0, as is easily seen. We could set 01 = a and /3 = b to get V z constant, 
but then R[v] = 0 could not be termed a comparison equation in the usual 
sense. While the principal parts of (12) and (4) are identical, we expect that 
further terms in (12) are of a simpler form than equivalent terms in (4). 
Even with the addition of wW in (13), the above difficulty is not resolved 
unless w is related to v in an appropriate way. For in our formal solution 
we set coefficients of different derivatives of v and w to zero. We must have, 
therefore, 
Ynvm - WYY = G4t! + &w, -t ... = ufv, + a.$& + . . . . (15) 
where the dots stand for smoother functions than the ones indicated if v and w 
are distributions, say. Without assumption (15) on w, it would follow, in 
general, that V = W 3 0. It is easy to see that (15) implies that w has the 
form w = aJE,v,dx+ ..., where the dots are to be understood as in the 
above and u is an arbitrary smooth function. Since we may incorporate u 
into W in (I 3) we define 
s 
z 
w= q, dx. 
-cc 
With this choice of w, we obtain for (15) 




with the dots not involving any first-order derivatives of v except in the 
form (16). While our choice of w to be of the form (16) may appear arbitrary, 
it is the simplest choice satisfying (15). Further, this choice will be confirmed 
from our results for first-order mixed systems to be given below, which 
reduce to Eq. (4) in a special case. 
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Using the above specification of w in (14) and equating coefficients of v, 
and v, to zero, gives 
[ 
2ynla g + (a - a)y-w] - [2 $ (y”i2W)- (b -/qy’“:‘w] = 0, (18) 
[2 g - (b - /3)‘] - yVL’2 [2 g (y”l”W) + (a - a) y-y y”‘ZW)] = 0. (19) 
Adding and subtracting (19) from (18) we have 
We require that V and W be analytic in x and y. This can be accomplished 
for each value of n in (4) by appropriate choices of cy. and j3 in (12). Let 
G* = V &y+W (21) 
and note that along the characteristic +(x, y) = t, 
Thus, we can write (20) as a set of ordinary differential equations along these 
characteristics, 
dGj$ y, “f $[(u - a)*~-wz f (b - )I)*] G*(t, y) = 0. (23) 
Here the superscripts f imply that whenever x appears in the equation it 
must be replaced by x = t F (2/(n + 2))y(n+2)/2. 
The general solution of (23) is 
G*(t~ Y) = i?(t) exp [ rt i I,” (a - a)*~-~/~ dy + i 1,” (b - ,8)+ dy], (24) 
where g*(t) are arbitrary analytic functions of t. In fact, we set g+(t) E 
g-(t) = g(t). We shall consider the cases where b(x, y) is analytic and n > 0, 
and b(x, y) is given as in (6) and n = 0, simultaneously. 
Considering a*(~, y), for instance, we expand u(x, y) in a double power 
series in x and y, express x as a function of t and y as in the above, and 
rearrange terms to obtain a double power series in t and y. If u(x, y) = 0( y’) 
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as y --f 0, then a*(~, y) is also of order y7, since the first y contribution from 
the x terms in the expansion, when x = t F (2/(n + 2))~(~+~)/2, is of the 
order Y(~+~)/~+~. We require that G*(t, y), expressed as a function of x and y 
on setting t = x f (2/(n + 2))~(“+~)/~, have the form (21) with analytic 
V and W. This can be achieved if the exponential term in (24) takes the form 
exp[&y”/2A(x, y) + B(x, y)] with analytic A and B when t is replaced as in 
the above. For then the product of g(t) = g(x & (2/(n + 2))y(n+a)/a) with 
this exponential can be rearranged, on expanding everything in power series, 
in the form (21). The resulting series expansions corresponding to Y and W 
yield analytic functions. The exponential in (24) has the proper form if we 
require that at worst 
a - a = O(y”-l), 71 3 1, (25) 
b - /I3 = O(l), f-2 3 0, (26) 
as y * 0. For n = 0 and b singular as in (6) we set 01 = 0. To satisfy (26) 
in that case we set 
p = klw -. 
Y 
(27) 
For 11 2 1 and b analytic, we set /I = 0 to satisfy (26). If n = 1, we can set 
LY = 0 in (25). For n > 1, we chose (Y to have the lowest possible order in y, 
as y --f 0, so that (25) is satisfied. Thus, if n = 2, e.g., and a = O(y2), 
we need not choose an a! = O(y) but we may set (Y = 0. Our aim is to get 
the simplest form for the comparison equation (12) in each case. This 
requirement uniquely specifies ar and j3 in each case. 
To obtain additional terms in the expansion (13), let 
u(x,y) =vY+ww+8P+dFP++. (28) 






v dx; GE 
I 
w dx. (29) -m --m 
The equations satisfied by 6 and ZZ have the same principal parts and first 
derivative terms as the equations for v and w, respectively. This follows 
immediately from (12) and (17) using integration by parts. Therefore, we 
obtain the following equations for G* = v f Y”/~I@‘: 
-$ G;‘(t, Y) T &[(a - 4*y-“‘2 f (6 - &*I t-2* 
= &y-n’“T1*(V, W) + T2*(v, W) (30) 
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along the characteristics q*(x, y) = t. The Ti and T, in the inhomogeneous 
part of (30) are linear expressions in I’ and W involving at most second 
derivatives in x and y. The superscripts f enter only because Tl and T, are 
evaluated on the characteristics 9 * = t. These terms will not be written 
out explicitly but we describe their properties. For 11 > 0 and analytic 
coefficients in (4), the only singular term in (30) isy-“j2 in view of the previous 
specification of a, /I, I/, and W. For n = 0 and b singular in (4), Tl is analytic 
but T2 is at worst 0( 1 /y) as y ---f 0. 
If PZ = I, it is readily seen that the integrable singularity y-l/” leads to a 
general solution for (30) of the form e* = P f Y~/~I@, with analytic p and 
I@ when a = /3 = 0. However, if n 2 2 or b is singular and n = 0, the 
nonintegrable singularities that generally occur in the inhomogeneous terms 
of (30) do not permit the general solution G* of (30) to be expressed in the 
required form, i.e., & = p & yn121@ with analytic P and I@, To achieve 
that goal, we must replace the comparison equation (12) by 
R[v] = ynvzl: - vyy + av, + yv = 0 
when n > 2 and by 
(31) 
when b is singular and n = 0. The aforementioned determinations of a and /I 
have been used in (31)-(32). The presence of the new terms in (31)-(32) is 
due to the fact that y+j2Tl and T2 in (30) result from coefficients of o and 
w = jym vy dx, respectively, when (28) is inserted into (4). Then, just as 
in the above, if we specify y and u such that, at the worst, 
T,(V, W) - iYl/’ = O(yn-l), Y - 0, (33) 
for n > 2 and 
T2(V, W) - &JV = O(l), y --+ 0, (34) 
for R = 0 and b given by (6), we find that P and I@ are analytic. 
In view of the above, we write the complete formal expansion of U(X, y) 
in the form 
where 




Vk = vk:1 dx; Wk = wkBl dx = 2 (Q+~). 
aY 
(36) -02 -4) 
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The comparison equation satisfied by V, differs according as ZJ(X, y) is singular 
or nonsingular. If a, b, and c are analytic and n 3 0, we have for zi,, 
R[v,] = y+ - 3 + a 2 + f yTvT = 0. 
r=0 
Integrating (37) K times and using integration by parts gives an equation of the 
form 
R,[v,] = y* fg - % + a 2 + f ykrv), = 0. (3% 
y=k 
The equations for the wg are obtained from (37) and (38) by differentiating 
with respect toy and using (36) as well as integration by parts. The y,. which, 
generally, are functions of x and y are specified by the requirement that the 
V, and W, be analytic functions of x and y. Once the yr are specified, the 
ykr in (38) are also determined. The method is identical to that used in 
determining 01 and y. in the above. 
For the case n = 0 and b singular the comparison equation satisfied by vs is 
Qbol = 2 -~+p~+&+Lo. (39) 
r-0 
Then the equations for the vk are 
. 
Qhl = f& -!?$+,c$+f,,2$Lo. w 
T=k 
Again, the ok are determined such that V, and W, are analytic. The ukl. are 
given in terms of the CT,. . The equations for the wk are determined as above. 
We note that for n = 0 and n = 1 and b analytic we have 01 = yr s 0. 
If n = 2 and the coefficients in (4) are independent of x, the coefficients in (37) 
and (38) are constants. For n = 1, we have a: = ‘yr = 0, so that (37) is the 
Tricomi equation. This equation arose in Ludwig’s study of cusped charac- 
teristics [13]. For n = 2, if (II turns out to be constant and all the yr = 0 (and 
this depends on the coefficients in (4)), the resulting equation, or a particular 
solution thereof, to be more specific, appears in a study of diffraction of 
progressing waves by a plane screen [l]. If n = 0, b(x, y) is singular as in (6) 
but with b,(x) = constant, the resulting comparison equation is of a type 
that arises in the theory of fundamental solutions for second-order hyperbolic 
equations [4]. As was mentioned above, a study of the relationship between 
certain problems involving progressing waves for hyperbolic equations and 
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the mixed type equation problems being considered here, will be presented 
elsewhere. At any rate, for these special cases, the solution of the comparison 
equation appears to be considerably simpler than the solution of the given 
equation. 
4. FIRST-ORDER SYSTEMS OF MIXED TYPE 
Given a linear homogeneous system of two first-order partial differential 
equations in two variables with real analytic coefficients, the discriminant of 
whose characteristic determinant has the form (3) near a simple analytic 
curve u, Bitsadze [2] has obtained the following canonical form for the 
equation: 
L[u] = 24, + Au, + Bu = 0, (41) 
where the vector u = (ur, u2), while the matrix A has the form 
(42) 
and the matrix B has real analytic coefficients in the real variables x and y. 
The canonical form (41) is valid if the characteristics of the given equation 
are not tangent to the curve a at the point of contact. We again require n to be 
a nonnegative integer. The case where n = 0 and in B = (&), we have b,, 
singular of the form (6), will not be discussed, even though our method 
would apply to that case just as well. 
To fix ideas we consider first the case n = 0, when (41) is strictly hyper- 
bolic. As the comparison equation we take 
R[v] = vy + Av, = 0, (43) 
which is just the principal part of (41) equated to zero. We seek a progressing 
wave expansion of (41) in terms of solutions of (43). Now in the theory of 
these expansions for hyperbolic systems as found in the book by Courant, 
say [3], the expansions are given in terms of scalar functions or distributions 
with vector coefficients. It appears to be simpler, however, to expand in 
terms of vector solutions of the comparison equation. An equivalent approach 
is used in the turning point theory for systems as found, for example, in the 
text by Wasow [16]. Both expansion forms can be seen to be equivalent in 
the cases we shall discuss. 
Just as in Section 3, we look for a solution of the form u = Mu + N, 
where M and N are matrices. We obtain 
[AM - MA] vu, + [L(M)]v + ... = 0. (44) 
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If, as before, we equate coefficients of v, and v to zero, there is generally no 
solution other than M = 0. Then it is readily seen that to obtain a nontrivial 
formal solution of (41) when n = 0, we should set 
4% Y) = f Mk(GY) Vk(GYh 
k=O 
where v. satisfies (43) and 
a% -=v 
ax k-1 * 
(45) 
To relate (45) to the standard form of the progressing wave expansions for 
(41), we note that with v = (VI, vz), both components v1 and v2 satisfy the 
one-dimensional wave equation (8). Using the solutionf(q*), say, as given 
in (9), we can immediately reduce (45) to the form (lo), withf(q*) = lo(+), 
the woK being vectors rather than scalars. 
The expansion form (45) is of greater usefulness for the cases n > 0 in (41). 
For these cases, as will be seen from the discussion below, we must, in general, 
replace the comparison equation (43) by 
R[v] = v, + Av, + 5 C?v,, = 0, (47) 
r=0 
where the C,. are as yet unspecified (2 x 2) matrices and the v, are defined as 
in (46) with v, = v. The equations for the vk , obtained from (47) by integra- 
tion, have the form 
Rk[vk] = 2 + A 2 + f C,,V~ = 0, 
r=k 
where the C,, are linear functions of the C,. , its x derivatives, and iterated 
x integrals for all r < k. In fact, C,, = Co. Letting C, = C, , we can write 
(47) as Ro[vo] = 0. 
Introducing (45) into (41) and using (46)-(48) gives 
L[u] = 2 L(“kvk) 
k=O 
= i. [ (AMk - i&A) vk-l + L(“k) Ok - Mk : ck&] 
r=k 
= (AM0 - M,A)v-, 
- M,+,A) + L(Ms) - f: M&c, 1 0, = 0, k=O (49) 
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where we have interchanged the order of summation in the double sum above. 
Equating coefficients of the different v, to zero, we have 
AM, - MoA = 0, (50) 
AMc+, - M,+,A = 2 M,C,, - L[M,] = Nk . (51) 
I=0 
The equations (50) and (51) for the Mk are of the form that occur in turning 
point theory for systems of two first-order equations [16, 141, and the general 
solutions obtained there are valid for our problem as well. The general 
solution of (50) is 
n/r, =Pd+qoA, (52) 
where I is the identity matrix and p, and q. are arbitrary functions of x and y. 
The equations (51) are solvable if and only if 
q + .g = 0, (53) 
.E) + y%:‘“,’ = 0, (54) 
where the matrix Nk on the right side of (51) is written as Nk = (n$)). 
Further, if these conditions are satisfied there exist particular solutions of (51) 
which are analytic if Nk is analytic, a particular solution of (51) being 
The general solution of (51) can thus be given as 
J&c = P,J -I- q,A -I- M?’ (56) 
with arbitrary functions p, and qk . For our problem, we require that coeffi- 
cients Mfi in the expansion (45) be analytic functions of x and y. In view of the 
above, this can be achieved if p, and qk can be specified as analytic functions 
for all k. 
The p, and qk are determined recursively from the solvability conditions 
(53) and (54). Th a is, for k = 0, (53)-(54) determines p, and qo; for k = 1, t 
we obtain p, and ql; and so on. The entries in the matrices Nk are partial 
differential operators in the p, and qk . Writing only the principal parts of 
these equations we have 
Nk = (57) 
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Applying (53)-(54) gives 
(58) 
where the dots stand for undifferentiated terms inp, and 6 as well as differen- 
tial operators in p, and qr for Y < k. The principal parts of (58~(59) are 
identical to those of the equations for Vk and W, obtained in Section 3 if we 
set pk = v& and qk = --wk. To obtain analytic solutions for p, and qk 
we have the matrices C, at our disposal. We observe that if C, has the form 
then the C,, aIso are of this form with the only nonzero entry appearing in 
the lower left corner, which we denote by ckT . Further, 
(61) 
Now for I = k in (51), Crk = C,, = c0 and a term kr&Ckk = M&J, appears 
in each Nk as well as a term &I&‘, = M,C, . Further, (53)-(54) imply that 
with C,. and C,, having the form (50), an arbitrary function ck appears in 
each set of equations (58)-(59). Then, just as in Section 3, c,, can be chosen 
to makep,, and 4s analytic. Noting the above, this implies that the homogeneous 
forms of (58)-(59) h ave analytic solutions. To make the nonhomogeneous 
equations (58j(59) h ave analytic solutions for k > 1, we have an arbitrary 
function c, available for each k. Using the arguments of Section 3, we find 
that the C, can be specified as to make the pk and qk analytic and from (56) 
and the statements below it we conclude that the matrices Mk(x, y) are ana- 
lytic. 
Finally, we observe that if C, has the form (60) and e, = (~1, 03, we can 
write (47) in the form 
vu1 + vz2 = 0, 
vu2 +y+%l + f C&l = 0. (62) 
+=4 
It reduces to the single equation 
= Y"etmz - %, + co 2 + 2 Cn+1% = 0, (63) 
b-0 
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If we also denote v3 by wlc as in Section 3, we find that (45) can be expressed 
in the form of (35) except that V, and W, are vectors rather than scalars. 
Further, Eq. (4) is easily seen to be a special case of (41) for the component 
u1 of u = (~1, us), if the matrix B has the form (60). This result verifies our 
expansion of U(X, y) in Section 3 in the form (35). 
5. SINGLE HYPERBOLIC EQUATIONS OF HIGHER ORDER 
We consider single higher-order hyperbolic equations in two variables 
having only real characteristics of constant multiplicity. Such equations may 
be written in the form [3] 
L[u] = DT -0. GY4 + ZJ (; > &, 4 x) 21 = 0, (65) 
where C m, = m, the order of the equation, P is a polynomial of degree 
m - 1 in the derivatives, and the Di are characteristic derivatives 
with .Pi(t, X) corresponding to the family of characteristic curves $(t, X) = 
constant. The hypothesis of constant multiplicity requires that at every point 
for i # j. (67) 
The Cauchy problem for such equations with data on the x axis was proven 
to be well-posed by Levi [IO] and A. Lax [8] if the lower-order terms in (65) 
can be put into the special form 
P = c b&, x) 0:’ ... D;‘, 
where the sum extends only over indices ri such that C ri < m and 0 < rz < 
m, for each i. 
Hyperbolic equations for which the correctness of Cauchy’s problem 
depends on lower-order terms are called weakly hyperbolic. Ludwig [12] 
studying weakly hyperbolic first-order systems with constant coefficients and 
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one family of characteristic of multiplicity two, showed that by requiring 
the existence of a progressing wave solution for the Cauchy problem, in the 
form (IO), a condition on the lower-order coefficients is obtained. That 
condition is equivalent to one obtained by A. Lax [8] for the correctness 
of the Cauchy problem, using a different method. By considering a special 
form to which (65) can be reduced we shall show, on the basis of the com- 
parison equation method, that the correctness condition obtained by A. Lax 
[8] based on that special form is necessary if formal progressing wave solutions 
are to be obtained. 
The following result, which depends on the invariance of the conditions 
obtained above for the correctness of the Cauchy problem for (65) under 
coordinate transformations, was obtained by A. Lax [8]. Let @(t, x) = 
constant (i = I,..., Z) be the characteristics and perform 1 transformations on 
L(U), so that under the i-th transformation, the i-th characteristic field goes 
into straight lines parallel to the t axis. After the i-th transformation, we have 
L[“l = j+Fcm Aj,k &,$&k ' .??- + c f&g + -*- + A',,,u = 0. (69) 
j+k=m-1 
Suppose QJ~ = constant is an nz(-tuple characteristic. Then after the i-th 
transformation the t axis is an m,-tuple characteristic and the coefficients 
Aisk in (69) have the property 
Aj&, t) EC 0 forj > m -mi. (70) 
The Cauchy problem is well posed for (65) if (70) is true for each transforma- 
. . 
tron, i.e., for each z = 1, 2 ,..., 2. If all the characteristics except one, say @, 
are simple, then on applying the above transformation to $ = constant, if 
condition (70) is verified no further transformations are required to be certain 
that the Cauchy problem is well posed. A. Lax has proven this condition to be 
necessary as well as sufficient for the case of constant coefficients. Recently, 
Strang [15a] and others have studied its necessity for the variable coefficients 
case. 
We shall show that if condition (70) is not met, for any i, the progressing 
wave expansion obtained by the comparison equation method, with the 
comparison equation based on the principal part of (69) only, will not be 
satisfactory. Then, as was the case, in Section 3, the comparison equation 
must include lower-order terms in (69) as well as the principal part. For vi = 
constant with multiplicity m, , let the comparison equation be 
R”[W] = c A;,k $& = 0. 
j+k=m 
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We take as our solution of (71), w = la(x), where Z&x) is an arbitrary function 
or a distribution. As usual, we require analytic coefficients in (69). Then let 
k=O 
(72) 
as in Section 3, with lk defined as in (11) and insert (72) into (69). We have 
j+k=m 
where we collect only the highest-order derivatives of Z,(x) that appear. 
Let Ei”’ be the highest-order derivative in (73). Then, as in Section 3, we 
equate the coefficient of this term to zero. If condition (70) is valid and t 
is a characteristic of multiplicity mi , the order of the highest derivative of 
Z,(x) must be s = m - m, . From the principal part of (69), since t has 
multiplicity mi , we must obtain a derivative akVoji3tk of order k = mi, 
while derivatives of equal order may or may not occur in the lower-order 
terms. Thus, an ordinary differential equation of order mi results for 1/6(x, t) 
along the characteristics x = constant, with mi linearly independent solutions. 
The functions Vk(x, t) are then obtained from a recursive set of ordinary 
differential equations with the same homogeneous part as in the equation for 
V, , which is a homogeneous equation. 
If condition (70) is violated for any i, there occur derivatives of l,(x) in (73) 
of order greater than m - mi , Equating the coefficient of the highest deriva- 
tive term to zero leads to an equation for V, along the characteristics x = 
constant of order less than mi . The vk are again determined recursively 
from equations of the same order. Using the standard arguments [3, 121, we 
find that the Cauchy problem for (69) with Cauchy data in the form (72) 
need not be solvable. Since Cauchy data are correct for the comparison 
equation (71), but not for (69) as we have seen, the comparison equation 
method must require that Ri[v], as given in (71), be replaced by an equation 
containing certain Iower-order terms of (69) also. It is natural that the addi- 
tional terms comprise those terms in (69) which violate condition (70). 
In a particular case of (69) where m = 2 and m, = 2, there is only one 
multiple characteristic and (69) has the form 
L[u] = autt + bu, + cut + du = 0. (76) 
Condition (70) requires that b = 0. But if b # 0, the appropriate comparison 
equation must be 
R[?J] = aa,t + bo, = 0. (75) 
409/36/r-14 
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Letting u = VP’ + R yields a first-order equation for V along the charac- 
teristics x = constant. Thus, the data for the problem must be of parabolic 
type, Generally, whatever data are appropriate for the comparison equations 
Ri[w] = 0, are appropriate for the given equation (69). However, for each 
characteristic field we obtain a different comparison equation in our method. 
Thus, our results must be considered useful if a progressing wave solution 
of (67) is to be studied for one family of characteristics, or if there is only one 
family of multiple characteristics. 
6. CONCLUSION 
A comparison equation method for obtaining formal solutions of certain 
hyperbolic and mixed type equations has been presented. The method is 
based on ideas employed in the turning point theory for ordinary differential 
equations with a large parameter. Applications of our results to various wave 
propagation problems were occasionally referred to in the previous section 
and will be discussed more fully elsewhere. Our main emphasis was in 
presenting a general method for obtaining formal solutions of various 
equations, in the form of an expansion, by a method which reproduces the 
well-known standard expansion forms when those are valid and yields new 
expansion forms where the standard expansions fail. The expansions in 
Sections 3 and 4 may be termed uniform in that they reproduce the standard 
expansions in regions where they are valid, if the solutions of the comparison 
equations are themselves expanded in standard form. The standard expansions 
are those valid in regions of hyperbolicity where the coefficients of the equa- 
tions are nonsingular, when the equations are given in canonical form. 
The material in Section 5 on single hyperbolic equations of higher order, 
strictly speaking, deals with the standard progressing wave expansions rather 
than uniform expansions. However, it was included in this work in view of 
the applicability of the comparison equation method to that problem. 
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